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Characteristics of Laser supported detonation (LSD) and the induced plasma were 

measured in argon atmosphere using Schlieren graph method and emission spectroscopy. 

The results revealed that the peak electron density and temperature were, respectively, 

about 1.0 1025 m-3 and 5.8 104 K in argon and 8.0 1022 m-3 and 3.8 104 K in air. 

Furthermore, a number of ionizing collision of ~ 10-7 W in the laser absorption both argon 

and air atmosphere were measured at LSD termination. Result reveals that the LSD 

termination in argon has a much longer time to propagate than in air. It might be depend on 

the electron temperature and density behind the shock wave. 

I. Introduction 

aser induced plasma and resulting strong shock wave have been attracting interests for laser propulsion1-5. 

Understanding Laser Supported Detonation is a key to improving the design of laser energy propulsion, and the 

influence of gas species might give the key to elucidate for LSD. Argon gas is one of the inert gases and its 

ionization and excitation processes are simple comparing with air. 

 The LSD (Fig.1 (a)) is schematically expressed in Fig.1 (b). A peak of electron temperature Te and density ne is 

observed in a plasma layer behind the shock wave. Although Te and ne decreased as getting close to the shock wave, 

ne was nonzero at the shock front. One hypothesis states that photo-ionization induced by UV radiation from the 

plasma layer behind the shock wave generates seed electrons for the precursor layer. The Bremsstrahlung radiation 

energy Wrad (W/m3), which can contribute to single-photon ionization ahead of the shock wave, is expressed as6, 
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This formula is derived from the Rutherford scattering. Here, i is the threshold frequency, which is related to the 

wavelength 75.2 nm for argon and 102.5 nm for air, the ionization threshold of argon, ni, h and k represent the 

number density of ions, Planck’s constant and the Boltzmann’s constant, respectively. The photo-ionization 

phenomena, apparently, depend on ne and Te and might be related to the precursor of the LSD. The objectives of this 

study are to evaluate photo-ionization ahead of the LSD and to discuss about the LSD termination conditions. 

 In terms of the gas discharge physics, the structure of a streamer might give the elucidation for the propagation 

of LSD. The streamer is a moderately weakly ionized thin channel formed from the primary avalanche in the strong 

electric field, which grows toward one or both the electrodes7. It is well known that the streamer grows toward the 

anode or cathode, which are said to be negative or positive streamer. In the present case, the laser beam produces the 

strong electric field and the LSD wave propagates toward the laser beam. Furthermore, there are no electrodes, the 

front of LSD wave, thus, is thought to be the negative streamer. The early assumption of physical model for 

streamer by Loeb8 was incorporated into the three-dimensional of the propagation structure9. The streamer is 

assumed to be a symmetrical cylinder and the master formulas for propagation are Poisson equation and the 

continuity of electron and ion density. One of the most interesting phenomena, which are similarity with LSD, 

occurs in the streamer head. The streamer develops toward the electrodes due to the photoionization in the vicinity 

of tip.  

 In our previous study, the characteristic of the laser induced plasma was investigated, such as the energy 

conversion efficiency and threshold laser power density, which were mainly investigated by a CO2 laser14-16. 

Recently, the development of a high-power glass laser makes the application possibility for the laser propulsion. A 

Nd:Glass laser was used in the present study. We measured the LSD termination, ne and Te using the emission 

 

Figure 1 Model of the LSD wave in the laser plasma (a) and one-dimensional for the LSD (b).   
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spectroscopy and the Schlieren graph and estimated a number of ionizing collisions WradVr behind the shock wave 

around the LSD termination time using the simpler formula. 

II. Temporal Evolution of the Blast Wave in Argon Atmosphere 

According to the theory of streamer propagation, the propagation of ionization wave might depend on the ambient 

gas. In the LSD regime, the blast wave and the ionization wave develop along the laser beam axis together. It is 

assumed that the different gas species make a difference for the propagation of LSD wave. Figure 2 shows the setup 

of the Schlieren graph method. A Nd:Glass laser used in the present study is the same as it in the former study17. The 

laser produces a pulse of 33 ns pulse width at 1,053 nm. Temporal laser power profiles obtained using a 

photodetector and the details terms of this laser are presented in the Fig.4. A beam of 40 mm in diameter was 

focused by a 6.3 f - number lens and a beam expander inside a vacuum chamber. The chamber was filled with argon 

gas at 101.3 kPa after evacuation by a rotary vacuum pump. A YAG laser (CW, 532 nm, 1.0 W) was used as probe 

light. It projects the pictures of plasma on a high-speed ICCD camera (Ultra 8; DRS Technology Inc.) that enables 

us to take 8 frames in each laser pulse at a framing rate up to 100 million fps with the minimum exposure time of 10 

ns. The synchronization between the ignition and the photographing is mainly controlled by a delay generator, 

which firstly receives a trigger signal came from the Nd:Glass laser, then after regulating and adding a adjustable 

delay, sent the trigger signal to the camera. The energy meter was used to monitor the incident pulse laser energy; 

the energy fluctuation was controlled in 5 %. Figure 3 gives the pictures of the plasma at t = 0.38 to 3.38 s, 

where t is the elapsed time after laser initiation. 

Figure 4 portrays the shock front and the ionization frond displacements in argon gas along the laser axis. The 

displacements of the two fronts coincide with each other during the LSD regime. The point of intersection of these 

two curves indicates timing of the LSD termination at 800 ns. This termination time in air was observed at 300 ns in 

the previous study. Furthermore, the comparison with 

air and argon is observed on the displacement of the 

blast wave. The velocity of the blast wave in both of 

gases are estimated at 1.76 103 m/s for air and 1.94 

103 m/s for argon. In order to consider the ambient 

gas, a Mach-number, divided by the sound velocity, 

are also estimated at 5.23 for air and 6.22 for argon. 

These results indicate that the propagation of LSD 

depends on the ambient gas species.  

III. Measurement of the Electron Density and 
Temperature 

To evaluate the number of electron density and the 

electron temperature, the emission spectroscopy for 

 

Figure 2 Schematic of the schlieren graph system.   
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Ar+ and N+ are used. Figure 5 portrays a schematic of the emission spectroscopy experiment. The irradiance of the 

plasma is collected and analyzed using a Mechelle spectrometer (Aryelle200; LTB Inc.) whose spectral resolution 

λ/Δλ is 8,000 in the range of wavelength from 250 nm to 900 nm. During the initial stages, especially < 600 ns, the 

time integrated intensifiers are 30 ns. Calibration of wavelength was done using a Hg-lamp in the spectrometer and 

the calibration of sensitivity was done using a halogen lamp. From the emission spectrum of the laser induced 

plasma, the information of Te and ne can be inferred using, respectively, the Boltzmann plot and the Stark 

broadening. It is reasonable to assume that the laser induced plasma is to be in the local thermodynamics equilibrium 

and we determine the electron temperature from several spectral lines (see Table 1. 18), where Aik is the transition 

probability, Ek represents the upper level energy and gk stands for the upper statistical weight. The full width of half 

maximum of a Stark broadening stark is calculated as19, 

 

Figure 3 Schlieren graph of the laser induced plasma. Each picture taken in 101.3 kPa, E = 1.0 J, f = 6.3 

and laser wavelength 1,053 nm. All of the pictures are same scale ratio. 

 

Figure 4 Temporal changes of the displacements of the shock front and the ionization front (dashed line) 

from the focal point and the laser power (dot-line). LSD termination time is indicated by arrows. p = 101.3 

kPa, E = 1.0 J, f = 6.3 and laser wavelength 1,053 nm. 
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where W is the electron-impact half width, which 

was obtained from Griem19. The measurements of 

electron density were deduced from the Ar+ line at 

480.6 nm and the N+ five-lines. Figures 6 (a) and (b) 

present the examples of applying these method at 

the time of t = 520 ns for Ar+. Consequently, Fig. 7 

gives the time dependency of Te and ne for spectral 

line fitting the Voigt function (for Ar II and N II). A 

necessary criterion of the LTE assumption is given 

by the relation20,  

3
ik

5.0
e

14
e )(104.1 EETn  .(3) 

In the present study, the largest parameters of the temperature and the energy gap are, respectively, 5.0 eV and 2.8 

eV and the smallest density is 5.1 1024 m-3. As a result of estimation, using Eq.(3), the light hand side is 6.9 1024 

m-3 and then all of the data we observed are higher than this limit. All of the date for air are also sufficient this 

condition. 

In the beginning stage, ne = 1.0 1025 m-3 and Te = 5.8 104 K for argon laser plasma at t = 0.3 s are observed. 

Besides, ne = 8.0 1022 m-3 and Te = 3.8 104 K for air laser plasma at t = 0.2 s are investigated. Both of ne and Te 

decrease with time as a reciprocal curve. At later stage 

around the LSD termination, ne and Te were estimated 

6.0 1024 m-3 and  2.5 104 K for argon laser plasma at 

t = 0.8 s and 7.0 1022 m-3 and 3.6 104 K for air 

plasma at t = 0.3 s, respectively. 

IV. The Rate of Ionization Collision behind the 
Shock Wave 

The volume involved in radiation layer Vr (m3) can be 

expressed as15, 
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where f is the focusing number, r stands for the LSD 

wave-surface radius and z expresses the LSD wave 

displacement along the laser light channel from the 

 

Figure 5 Schematic of the spectroscopy system. 

Table 1. Spectral line data for Ar II and N II from 

NIST18 
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focus, as shown in Fig.9 (a). The low angle of laser light channel (2.3 degrees) enables to suppose the approximation 

model, as show in Fig. 9 (b). In this case, z is assumed to be 1 mm16. The number of ionizing collision for argon 

and air are shown in Fig.10. The number of ionizing collision WradVr of ~ 10-7 W in the laser absorption layer for 

both argon and air were measured around the LSD termination. Each data plot in argon atmosphere appears to have 

even high value than in air. This makes sense because the Bremsstrahlung radiation energy depends on the electron 

temperature and density, and these parameters for the argon breakdown data were slightly higher than that for the air 

 

Figure 6 (a) Boltzmann plot for Ar+ lines (left side) and (b) Stark broadening of Ar+ 480.6 nm (right side) 

at t = 0.5 s. The smooth curves (straight line) represent the fitted voigt curves. All other experimental 

manner are similar to these figures. 

 

Figure 7 Temporal variation of the electron temperature (Left side) of the laser plasma after the laser 

spark. An Open square with dot line and open circle with dot-line are air and argon gas, respectively. 

Figure 8 Temporal variation of the electron density (Right side). All of data plots are similarly to Fig.7. 
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breakdown data. Further research and analysis will be needed to explain the photoionization phenomena reported 

here. 

V. Summary 

Focusing a Glass laser beam in argon atmospheres induced a blast wave. Measured the value of ne and Te at 

around the LSD termination were observed, respectively, 6.0 1024 m-3 and 2.5 104 K in argon atmosphere (t = 

0.8 s) and 7.0 1022 m-3 and 3.3 104 K in air (t = 0.3 s). From estimation using the relations presented herein, 

the number of ionizing collision of ~ 10-7 W in the laser absorption both argon and air atmosphere were measured 

around the LSD termination. The present study investigates that the both of electron temperature and density in the 

argon laser plasma behind the shock wave were higher than in air plasma. This is mainly because the LSD in argon 

atmosphere had a much longer time to maintain than in air. 
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